A WEBSITE WITH YOUTH
SABBATH SCHOOL HELPS!
This website is created just for Youth
Sabbath School leaders. It features
opening activity ideas, video clips, music
suggestions and Bible study options that
go along with the weekly Cornerstone
Connection lessons. You will also find ideas
for mission, application and youth leader
tips. Lesson ideas are added every week so
check it out!

SABBATH SCHOOL LEADERS
CONNECT ON FACEBOOK
Are you looking for more ideas for your Youth Sabbath School? Do you want to share what you are
doing that is working really well?
We are building a Facebook community to share
and connect with people who are passionate
about Youth Sabbath School. Join today to post
your pictures, ideas and questions.
Like us today.
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YOUTH SABBATH SCHOOL IDEAS

Session 4: Involve

HOW TO START GOOD DISCUSSIONS
Most people would prefer a discussion over a lecture or monologue. But the problem seems to be
finding a way to START a discussion. People seem to just wait and wait until the discussion is already
going. But if they don’t join, it will never get going!
Using open-ended questions can help. Getting an ally in advance who will jump right in can also
help (although it might become just a dialogue between the two of you while others sit silently).
In this session we’ll identify 2 key principles for how to START a good discussion, and then we’ll provide you with a variety of ways to do that. You’ll be able to create your own before the end of this
session.

2 Key Principles to Start a Good Discussion
1.

A small commitment is needed from the participants
Ask them for this. Make it clear that this is a “small commitment” (not a marriage proposal or a
college selection, or a matter of life and death). You could say something like, “I’m going to ask
you to make a small commitment to start our discussion. I won’t hold you to this by the end of
our discussion, but I need you to make this small commitment as we start. Are you willing to do
that? Please give me a little “thumbs up” or a smile is you’re willing to help me in this way (and
look for it and affirm it).

2.

You need variance in the responses
If everyone answers the same, there’s nothing to discuss. “Are you alive—yes or no?” doesn’t
leave much to discuss. Frame your question so there can be a variety of good answers that are
spread all over the place. For example, on a scale of 1-10, how alive are you feeling right now?
You may have to re-word a question depending on the group you have. You could re-word the
question to be “What is something that makes you feel very much alive?”

Let’s now look as some ways to START a good discussion relying on participants making a small
commitment and having variance in their responses.
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1. VOTING
Participants respond to a statement by voting one of the following responses:
SA

A

U

D

SD

The letters represent (and can be voted with motions):
SA = Strongly Agree (thumbs up and pumping)
A = Agree (thumbs up)
U = Uncertain/pass (arms crossed)
D = Disagree (thumbs down)
SD = Strongly Disagree (thumbs down and pumping)
Here’s a statement. Read it and then vote on it:
My desire for Jesus to return to earth is stronger right now than at any other time in my life.
SA

A

U

D

SD

Here’s another example:
My parents understand me very well.
SA

A

U

D

SD

Now create your own statement that your youth could respond to by voting:
SA
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A

U

D

SD
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2. CONTINUUM
Participants respond to a statement or question by marking where they see themselves on a continuum that has two opposites.
This can be done individually, or the dynamics change when a group makes marks on the same
continuum (If you put yourself “there,” then I’ll put my mark “over there.” You can make marks on a
paper or you can physically move across the front of the room with one side wall being one extreme
of the continuum and the opposite side wall being the other extreme of the continuum.
Here are two examples:
When it comes to being “talkative,” I see myself as:
Quiet/Silent

Non-stop Chatty

How well do you know the Bible?
What’s the Bible?

Bible Brain

Now create your own by writing a statement or question, and then labeling two extremes to your
question/statement.
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3. RANKING
Participants respond to a statement or question with three or more options by ranking them from
#1, then #2, and so on until each option has received a number.
You can make these options boxes and you can move them around to put them in the ranking order
you choose. Options should be close to being equally good or else equally bad, but not mixed.
Here’s an example of a statement with a set of options to rank that has equally good options (for
high school age teens), followed by a question with a set of options to rank that has equally bad
options.
I think the best age to be is: Rank from 1 (best) to 6 (worst)
Birth–12
Teens
20s
30s
40s
50+
Who would you go to if you had a problem?
Rank 1–4.
Self-righteous Person
Dishonest Politician
Drug Dealer
Gang Leader
Now create your own, starting with a statement or question, and then offering 3 or more equally
positive or equally negative options to rank:
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4. GOAL SETTING
You might be more accustomed to setting a goal AFTER a discussion, but you can initiate a discussion by setting a goal at the START, but then be flexible and make changes based on the discussion.
It’s usually better to set the goal too high so participants will make it more attainable. Let this spark
the discussion to talk about how important the topic is to them. Here are two examples:

Example 1

Our Youth Sabbath School is going to raise money for textbooks for an orphanage in Kenya. We
would like 100% participation each week for 3 months, raising at least $1,000. Are you willing to do
this or should we adjust our goal?
(Get input on 100% participation; each week; 3 months, $1,000 and even whether it should be an
orphanage or textbooks or Kenya)

Example 2

We have been asked to lead out in the entire church service one month from today. Let’s have each
person have some part of the program and some might have more than one part. Let’s do the components our church usually does, like announcements, invocation, songs, Scripture reading, prayer, a
children’s story, take up the offering, special music, sermon, benediction, etc. Are you willing to do
this our should be make some adjustments?
(Get input on doing the church service, using the same components as always, involving each person in the Youth Sabbath School, and who will do which part. It would be good to not just talk
about this theoretically, but actually have permission in advance to be able to follow through and do
the church service.)

Your Example
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5. LISTENING
After listening to a paragraph or two about a topic, participants respond based on the information
they now have on that topic, as well as previous information they may have already had. This can be
based on real events or hypothetical ones. Have a few follow up questions ready to go.
Emily’s parents died in a tragic car accident when she was only 3 years old. Her grandparents
took her in and all of them attended your church. When Emily was 10, her grandma died
and her grandpa couldn’t take care of her. Eventually she went into foster care and bounced
from house to house. She hasn’t been to church in years. Now, at the age of 16, she’s been
in trouble with the law and hangs out with a group of friends who influence her to participate
in negative behaviors. Grandpa recently took steps to reclaim her from the state foster care
system. She now lives with him, but doesn’t like it. Grandpa has reached out to the Youth
Sabbath School for help.
•

What help do you think Emily’s grandpa needs?

•

What help do you think Emily needs?

•

What help might Emily accept?

•

How might all of this affect you, and those around you?

•

What can/should the Youth Sabbath School do?

•

What can/should the rest of the church do?

•

What can/should Emily and/or her grandpa do?

Your Example

Questions
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6. WATCHING
This is similar to the previous method called “Listening” but with this one you also visualize things
either by video or a live skit you watch and then respond to individually and as a group.
Have someone in your Youth Sabbath School create the video clip and follow up questions (or team
up with the video creator and you supply the follow up questions).
If you aren’t able to do that, here’s a video clip from the iBelieve series that is part of the “Youth
Sabbath School Ideas” website that makes these available each week, at www.YouthSabbathSchoolIdeas.org. In addition to the link to watch the video, you also get 5 questions to start the
discussion. Here’s an example for the Youth Sabbath School for Sabbath, the YouTube video clip
“DUST & STARS (Imago Dei)” (just under 3 minutes).

Questions
1. Based on your life so far, is there more evidence that God:
A. Exists
B. Doesn’t exist
2. Based on evidence beyond your life (other people, history, science, Scripture, relationships, circumstances, etc.), what makes you think God:
A. Exists
B. Doesn’t exist
3. What’s a good description of God? Upon what do you base this?
4. How do you explain the existence of both good and evil on earth? Which is stronger? Does it
ever change?
5. Is God visible or invisible? How can a person know God? How do you know God?
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7. INTERVIEW
This discussion-starter can begin with a 1-to-1 interview in front of Youth Sabbath School. Depending on the size of your group and the confidence of the person being interviewed, this might be
too intimidating. If that’s the case, the interview can be conducted with the leader in front and just
bounce around asking different people the same question, but ask for different input from each person (not acceptable to say: “same as what they just said” or “I don’t know”).
It’s usually best to start with lighter questions and then move to deeper questions. The closer you
stand to a person who is answering, the more intimidating it is. You might need to give extra distance if need be. Here are some questions about the topic of “Needing or Wanting Family/God.”
• When do you need your parent(s) (or whoever your guardian is)?
• When do you need an older sibling (or big brother/sister type of person)?
• When do you need a younger sibling?
• When might any of these people already mentioned need you?
• When does God need you?
• Do you feel used or useful to these people?
• When do you just want to be around these people?
• When do you want to be around God?
• Pick a topic of your own. Think of several questions related to that topic, starting with lighter
questions and moving to deeper ones.

Topic

Questions
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8. DILEMMA
Present a situation in which there is no easy next step to take. Then pose basic questions such as
“What would you do?” and “What should you do?” (which may be different than what you would
do!). In addition to asking “WHAT?” kinds of questions, also ask “WHY?” kinds of questions. See if
you can find something in the Bible that might help in your specific situation. These can come from
real life examples or hypothetical examples.
Haley has been helping some at Youth Sabbath School. Some of the leaders asked her if she
would be willing to work with them to have a special Friday evening program for teens in
several churches in the area. She agreed and helped them plan well in advance.
The week of the Friday program, Haley was listening to the radio when her favorite musical
artist was singing. The radio station announced that the artist was having a concert in Haley’s
town and caller number 5 would get two free tickets. Haley called, and she was caller #5.
Unbelievable! She has never won something like this in her whole life! She now has two free
tickets for her favorite music artist this Friday night—the same night as the area youth gathering.
• If you were Haley, what would you do? Why?
• What should you do? Why?
• Who would you ask for input on your decision? Who wouldn’t you ask?
• What in the Bible (a story or text) could help Haley know what to do, and then do it?
• An example from you:

Questions
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9. EITHER/OR

Participants are given a statement or question with two options (either/or) that are quite different
from each other. This is sort of like the “Continuum” but you have only the two extremes and not
spots along the line.
You can do this physically by moving participants to either side of the room. Then give them a few
minutes to discuss among themselves the reasons they chose that side. Then give both sides a
chance to report their top three reasons. The other side can be given an opportunity to rebut their
arguments if you choose. And with that, you’re started you discussion.
Here are some examples of “Either/Or”:
• Who is smarter: Either
Old people

OR

Young People

• Which is more important: Either…
Christ’s Second Coming

OR

The presence of Christ through the Holy Spirit right now

• What matters more for you salvation: Either…
What you believe

OR

Come up with some examples of your own.
: Either
OR
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How you live

10. MULTIPLE OPTIONS

Give participants a question without a clear, single answer. Provide more than one option, with more
than one being a possible right answer. You can do this with current situations or Bible passages.
Give participants a chance to respond privately and then as a group. Encourage them to explain
why they chose the option(s) they did. Here are two examples.
The current political climate in our country is:
1. Similar to what it’s always been.
2. Better than what other countries have.
3. Will always be a mess until Jesus returns.
4. Sort of what it’s like on our church.
5. Something I could not care less about.
6. Has nothing to do with my relationship with God.
7. Similar to what it was like in Bible times.
8. Something God cares about.
9. Other
What’s a good way to “love your enemy” (Matthew 5:44)?
1. Spend a lot of time with them.
2. Heap coals of fire on their head by serving them gladly (Rom. 12:20).
3. Recommend they serve on the church board.
4. Pray silently for your enemy.
5. Pray out loud for your enemy.
6. Pray for God to change your heart, and then expect it to change.
7. Submit to God whatever made that person your enemy.
8. Other
Come up with your own:
?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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RESOURCES AT ADVENTSOURCE FOR STARTING GOOD DISCUSSIONS
OUT OF THE HAT — Similar to the “Ready-2-Roll game, you have three
levels of questions or statements that come on round (light), square (deep),
or triangle (spiritual) shapes. You can dump all of them in the hat provided,
or you can limit it to ones you pre-select. You can add your own to the mix
as well.
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Q4U — A card deck of discussion questions has deep questions because instead of a person putting another person on the spot, participants draw their
own question, and then they can choose which one of the two questions they
will answer. Both of the questions are related to each other (even though they
are slightly different).
Why
adults do
aggrav tend to
ate te
ens?

Why do
“push teens
adults’
butto
ns”?

I’D LIKE TO GET TO KNOW YOU — Created to quickly get acquainted in
pairs, people who don’t know each other very well are paired up and they go
through the 52 questions by answering each question with each other. Questions begin on a superficial level and then go deeper and deeper, provided
the participants choose to answer on deeper levels. This activity can take
10+ minutes with junior high young people; 15-20 minutes with teens, and
30-60 minutes with young adults.

What makes
Christianity
boring?
What makes
Christianity
fun?

Why do
What makes adults tend to
Christianity aggravate teens?
boring?
Why do teens
What makes “push adults’
Christianity buttons”?
fun?

Why do
d to
adults ten
teens?
aggravate
ns
Why do tee
lts’
“push adu
buttons”?

Want some small group
discussion starters?
Use these prompts to
get your group going.

Steve Case draws on his love for Scripture, personal
experiences, and training by taking a passage of
Scripture and offering questions that draw out the
meanings that lead to personal applications of the Bible.
You won’t find pat answers or cookie-cutter spirituality.
Instead, you’ll discover new possibilities to engage with
familiar and not-so-familiar portions of God’s Word,
interact with God and others, and wrestle with how to
live as a follower of Jesus Christ here and now.
Each of the 52 Bible studies starts with an ice-breaker
question that “levels the playing field” so everyone in
your group has equal access to God and vice versa.
Multiple-choice options will stretch you to think in
new ways, sometimes bringing a smile to your face or
a surprise to your mind and heart. Deeper questions
conclude each study and move participants from talk
into action.
Small group leaders will appreciate the content and
flexibility of these Bible studies. Use this resource to
make copies for others in your group or provide this
wire-bound book for each person. Tap
into the portion that includes keys
for leading small groups and prayer
possibilities.
If you want to talk about Jesus,
here’s a great way to begin the
conversation.

Steve Case serves as president of Involve Youth
in Carmichael, California. He has led small
groups of various ages and combinations for
years, including a small group he co-leads with his
wife Marit in their home. He often travels the world to
minister wherever and whenever God opens the doors.
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Steve Case

LET’S TALK ABOUT JESUS — A small group Bible study that covers a passage of Scripture and then provides multiple option responses to spark group discussion. This moves
from the Bible passage to personal applications.

Let’s Talk About Jesus

WHO? WHERE? WHAT? — A simulation game that involves rolling foam
cubes and then role-playing. This happens in three steps. The “Who?” is
the identity that two people in the group will assume based on dice provided. The second step determines where the dialogue will take place.
Both participants roll one of the numbered dice. The sum of the two dice
determines the location of the discussion, as listed on the side of the box.
The final step is the topic for the discussion. A set of “Challenge Cards”
or “Christian Challenge Cards” provide more than 100 options, with the role-play lasting until the
2-minute sand dial ends. This game can be done with two people in front of the group while others
watch and then take turns with two more people getting a turn, or you can put everyone in pairs
and have all of them role-play at the same time.

Let’s Talk
About Jesus

Bible Study Prompts for Small Groups
Steve Case

WAYS TO END A GOOD DISCUSSION
Starting a discussion might be difficult. Once things are rolling, it’s all good. But what’s a good way
to end a discussion? Here are several options you could choose.
SUMMARY — Repeat what the key points of the discussion were. You might have these in mind
from the beginning, or you might be able to weave in elements that others added to the discussion.
An example of a summary would be, there are a variety of ways to get a discussion going, but the
two key principles are always 1. A small commitment is needed, and 2. There needs to be variance
in the responses.
ACTION — Based on what was discussed, what kind of action are people to make at this time? For
example: Let’s bring back hygiene packs tomorrow to send to hurricane victims.
INVITATION/CHALLENGE — I’m feeling a call right now. Sometimes the discussion has an implied
action, but it may need a actual invitation or challenge. For example: If what we’ve been talking
about really matters to us, then I invite you to talk to three of your friends about Jesus in this next
week, no matter what they might say to you!
COMMITMENT — Can be a private or public, individual or group commitment, based upon what
has been discussed. For example: If you’re willing to pair up with another person to be prayer partners for a full month, go to that person now and kneel beside them.
QUESTION — Either a summary or the next step to ponder or wrestle with once the discussion is
over. For example: The wise men saw the star from a distance, but nobody in Jerusalem saw it when
it was right over their heads. What’s close to you right now, but it may take somebody from a distance to point it out to you?
PRAYER — Doesn’t have to be a cop-out ending. Some discussions should lead people to pray! For
example: We don’t know the specific changes God wants in us right now, but we are open for Him
to show us. Let’s listen to His voice during this time of meditation.
SYMBOL — A potentially powerful item that can keep the discussion alive and refocus people when
they remember it. For example: Put your WWJD bracelet inside your pocket and see if people notice you behaving in a Christ-like way without seeing the bracelet.
OPEN ENDING — Leave people without a neatly packaged tie-off, sort of like real life! For example: Yes, our youth budget was voted out of existence for next year. And yes, we feel abandoned by
the rest of the church. Some of our youth may quit. Or this might be the spur we need to take more
initiative instead of expecting everything to be handed to us. That’s what we have to wrestle with
now.

Or you could just say, “Out of time! See you next Sabbath!”
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SUMMARY FOR “INVOLVE”
The 2 key principles to START a good discussion are:
1. Get a small commitment from participants
2. Obtain variance in responses

How well do you understand these two key principles? Put an “X” on the continuum
1. Get a small commitment from participants
Clueless

I got it!

2. Obtain variance in responses
Clueless
Put a:
√

by the ways you are likely to use to START good discussions

X

by the ways you now know how to create to START good discussions

1.

Voting

2.

Continuum

3.

Ranking

4.

Goal Setting

5.

Listening

6.

Watching

7.

Interview

8.

Dilemma

9.

Either/or

10.
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Multiple Options
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I got it!

